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Chairman’s Report
On behalf of the board of SaskMilk I would like to present the report on the activities our marketing board 
has been involved with and some of the challenges and opportunities that we presently face. I would like 
to say that one of the major changes was the leaving of Ryan Boughen in January and then having Keith 
Flaman join us as our new GM on May 1st. Such a change is never easy but thankfully we as board and 
staff have come through this and are working together as a team and I believe continue to show signs 
of a healthier and stronger organization. I would like to acknowledge the work done by Doug Miller, Deb 
Haupstein, Joy Smith, and Anita Medl, in taking part in the management team to keep the work and 
activities of SaskMilk going  during the months we were without a GM.  Keith Flaman came on board 
May 1st and I would say that the Board welcomes him and the wisdom and knowledge he brings to our 
organization from working with Holstein Canada for 18 years.  The board has worked on governance with 
Ralph Kikkert from Strive and this has been a help in working together to build a more unified team.

This past year we have put significant staff and board resources in addressing the proposed changes 
to the Fluid Milk Compositional Standards. The Board would like to thank DFC as well as the other 
marketing boards, consumers groups, and the Dieticians of Canada for their help and resources in 
preparing to address these proposed changes. As well, we would like to thank our staff for the work on 
this; particularly Joy Smith for doing the majority of the work, and also our GM Keith Flaman for helping 
us in our focus and giving direction to this work. In July we met with the Ministry of Agriculture and 
our processor and were able to have a good dialogue with them and were able to present SaskMilk’s 
perspective on this in a clear and focused manner.

Important on-going work to address additional refinements to the harmonization of the $1.92 Add-
On collected on fluid milk sales within the WMP is a priority. Most of this work has been done, but 
negotiation is still being done to harmonize the inhibitor testing within the WMP.  We now have a bonus 
for CQM-registered farms and have a goal for all farms to be registered on CQM by the end of 2015. 

Promotion is a large part of our budget and we continue to be involved in and monitor what we 
do within Saskatchewan, Milk West and with DFC, and continue to work at the challenges of our 
involvement at these different levels. Milk West fluid promotion continues to show resulting growth 
through their investment in advertising.

All provincial dairy boards and all dairy producers are members of Dairy Farmers of Canada and 
participate and are involved in the work that goes on at a national level. One major area of work at DFC 
is under ProAction.   SaskMilk continues to be involved in the ProAction initiative, which will, by 2020, 
be fully developed and for the most part be implemented. ProAction includes milk quality, CQM, animal 
care, traceability, biosecurity, and the environment. All of these individual elements will be managed 
and audited under the umbrella of “ProAction”.  SaskMilk continues to monitor progress and has input 
into these elements through the ProAction Advisory Committee as well as on some of the technical 
committees.

I would also like to mention that there continues to be work done at the national and provincial levels to 
deal with the surplus SNF problem, and to find solutions that work for both producers and processors. 
SaskMilk is involved in these national discussions, as is the processor in our province.

There continues to be challenges for our producers as well as our board. We have had and continue 
to have growth in consumption of dairy products and this means more production is required to meet 
the demand. To meet the challenges for growth, prepare for what is ahead, and focus on a sustainable 
dairy industry in Saskatchewan, the Board is taking up a review of some of our main policies, including 
quota policy and the new entrant policy., The intent is to ensure that producers and the province meet 
our commitment to the national dairy system  and provide the environment for a healthy and productive 
dairy industry.

Respectfully submitted, 
Melvin Foth
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General Manager’s Report
This past year could be described as a period of reflection and review. The day to day operations 
were prioritized and focus was maintained on ensuring delivery of basic services.

The staff, in a support role, provided the Board with the research and information required to facilitate 
them in executing their responsibilities. In a dynamic organization, review of policies and procedures 
must be on-going to ensure the purpose of a policy remains relevant. The process identifies policies 
that continue to be applicable and effective, policies that need modifying and others that need to be 
discarded. Inadequate and outdated policies impede progress.

Work on the Information Management System continues with the completion date unchanged for the 
end of 2015. Working with eight partners poses many challenges. Old systems and methodologies, 
along with varied policies and terminology, slow the process. Harmonization whenever and wherever 
possible is key to keeping costs of the project down and laying the foundation for sharing data and 
information. When implemented, the new system will make data collection simpler, improve reporting, 
and allow producers quick and easy access to information specifically related to their farm’s milk 
quality and production management.

SaskMilk, Directors, staff, and appointees participate in developing the elements of ProAction. 
Traceability, Animal Welfare, Bio-security and Environmental Sustainability, along with Canadian 
Quality Milk (CQM) are the foundation for ProAction. While standards in all areas are not yet 
completely established, some of the elements will start to roll out later next year. The impact of a 
quality program on the buying habits of the consumer should not be underestimated. The dairy 
industry needs to impress upon the public that the concerns of society and the consumer are being 
addressed. 

The marketing partnership of the four western provinces (MilkWest) continues to work at delivering 
the milk for health and fitness message. A big effort has been focused on milk and chocolate milk as 
excellent recovery and refueling drinks for athletes. Many nutritionists are promoting the benefits of 
natural products in rejuvenating the body rather than low nutritive commercial products. 

Processes and procedures will continue to be under constant scrutiny, eliminating unnecessary 
practices and streamlining activity to better serve milk producers. However, the credibility of the 
system cannot be jeopardized. 

As reported last year, a comprehensive strategic plan was developed with initial objectives 
implemented. Work has begun on refining that plan and developing a parallel administrative plan to 
achieve the Board’s strategy.

SaskMilk is fortunate to have a conscientious and dedicated staff. They have demonstrated their 
openness to new ideas and to trying new methods. I want to acknowledge and thank them for their 
effort and contributions. 

Keith Flaman
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Dairy Farmers of Canada
The Board of Directors of Dairy Farmers of Canada continues to advance the national policy, lobbying 
and marketing priorities that are identified by DFC members.  We continue to work proactively with 
our industry partners to manage the sector to improve our system, promote milk and dairy products 
and maintain an effective and efficient system. 

On October 18, 2013, the Government of Canada and the European Union reached an agreement-
in-principle on a Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA). This will have concrete 
and serious long-term impacts on the Canadian dairy sector. DFC is committed to working with the 
government, the Dairy Processors Association of Canada and the International Cheese Council of 
Canada to find constructive solutions to effectively mitigate the negative impact of the CETA deal on 
dairy farmers and cheese makers. 

During the 5-year implementation period, the Canadian government must work with the sector 
to maintain a strong Canadian dairy industry and a solid consumer confidence in Canada’s dairy 
products. At the same time, the Canadian government has a role to play with the industry in investing 
in the domestic cheese markets to drive innovation and expansion over and above the projected 
market growth.

TPP countries are still awaiting the outcome of the U.S - Japan bilateral process, which could 
significantly influence the ambition of the TPP. Discussions about sensitive questions, including 
agriculture, will only be addressed later in the end-game, as part of the overall balancing act. 
Progress continues to be made, but the real negotiation has not yet begun. Other issues of concern 
for supply management, including tariff negotiations, provisions regarding import state trading 
enterprises, cheese standards, and the so-called ‘cheese annex’, remain on the list of issues to be 
addressed at a later stage. Since December 2012, when Canada officially joined the TPP, DFC and 
the SM-5 have had a presence in all negotiation rounds.  

On November 12-13, 2013, DFC held an Environment Symposium, where members were 
joined by representatives from the processing industry, retailers, life cycle analysts, agronomists, 
environmentalists, engineers and scientists. The symposium aimed to examine dairy farmers’ 
commitments to environmental sustainability and to find ways to move forward on the environment 
module of proAction.

On a longer term basis, DFC is on pace to fully implement the six modules of the proAction 
Initiative, as planned, by 2023.  DFC is working with farmers on a strategic road map to show their 
commitment for a strong and sustainable future for Canadian dairy farms. The proAction Initiative 
will be carried out by farmers for farmers, with discussions with stakeholders and the food value 
chain. This initiative demonstrates our dairy farmers’ continued commitment to offer safe, high-quality 
Canadian milk and dairy products that are produced responsibly. 

On March 21st, 2014, DFC welcomed the government’s announcement of close to $945,000, 
under the AgriMarketing Program, for dairy traceability and the proAction Initiative. This investment will 
help develop programs that confirm dairy farmers’ commitment to continuous improvement.

As proAction’s Milk Quality module is now completed, DFC has started to tell consumers about it. In 
the spring, the CanadianMilk.ca website was launched with 6 on-farm videos showing farmer’s 
commitment to quality. In the summer, CBC hosts Steven and Chris did a segment on a farm and, in 
September, Breakfast Television and CTV Morning Live Atlantic aired segments from six dairy farms 
across the country. Viewers were shown a typical day on a Canadian dairy farm and heard straight 
from the farmer on topics such as: keeping cows and calves healthy and happy, the milking and 
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testing process and transportation to the processor. 

The proAction Animal Care module is closer to development, with several Saskatchewan farms 
participating in the pilot.  SaskMilk continues to place high priority on animal care, and is committed 
to working with DFC and other provinces to develop and implement standards. 

Also in September 2014, 89% of Canadian dairy farms were on the Canadian Quality Milk program, 
and registered farms continue to demonstrate ongoing compliance. As we move towards total 
registration, farmers are collectively demonstrating their proactive commitment to food safety 
and responsible food production. DFC continues to co-operate with the Canadian Cattlemen’s 
Association and its other partners in the cattle industry to implement traceability from farm to fork. 

Marketing

DFC continues to promote the Canadian dairy industry and emphasize the benefits of supply 
management for Canadians, as well as the true story of Canadian dairy farmers. The Farmers’ Voice 
blog, as well as the Yourmilkca Facebook page are regularly updated and populated with new 
good stories, getting increasing numbers of likes and shares. DFC is always looking for new stories 
– don’t hesitate to share yours! The DFC Board regularly reviews the communications strategy to 
ensure adequate resources are provided for public relations activities that support sharing the story of 
Canadian dairy farmers to the general public.

DFC’s brand marketing strategies use a large communication mix to promote and incite consumption 
of Canadian dairy products and build awareness, familiarity, and preference for dairy products 
bearing the 100% Canadian Milk symbol. It includes mass media (TV, print, online, social media), 
in-store programs, sponsorships, fairs and exhibitions, public relations and business development 
initiatives.

Positioning the 100% Canadian Milk symbol as a confirmation of the Canadian origin of the milk 
in dairy products is essential. In March 2014, a new national campaign was launched to build 
consumer confidence in milk products bearing the 100% Canadian Milk symbol. The objective of the 
campaign was to demonstrate that Canadian dairy products are produced according to the highest 
quality standards by farmers who care about their work. This message, supported by the new web 
site CanadianMilk.ca, is also the focus point of the six videos starring dairy farmers from across 
Canada, as previously mentioned.

DFC also works closely with dairy processors and retailers to increase the use of the 100% Canadian 
Milk symbol on their packaging and in their communications. On October 15, 2014, DFC joined 
Domino’s Pizza of Canada as they announced a major partnership by committing to use only cheese 
made from 100% Canadian milk on all its pizzas and other menu items. Domino’s is the first national 
pizza company in Canada to have made this commitment. This will have a positive impact on the 
Canadian dairy industry since the pizza company purchases over 4.8 million kg of cheese each year.

After a successful first year in market, the national (excluding Quebec) Milk Every Moment campaign, 
a partnership between DFC, BC Dairy Association, Alberta Milk, SaskMilk and Dairy Farmers of 
Manitoba, continued in 2014. Milk Every Moment aims to reconnect teens and adults with drinking 
milk and create an incremental consumption opportunity. On August 7, 2014 the new culinary 
webseries Snack Masters was launched, profiling some of Canada’s top chefs preparing their 
favourite recipes that pair with milk. The series can be found on MilkEveryMoment.ca. Through 
the same partnership, the “Great Cream Challenge” using the Any Day Magic web site was launched 
to increase cream usage in every day meals. It is estimated that over 92,000 visitors went online 
and consulted 473,000 pages between June and December. In July 2014, a “Berry and Cream” 
public relations campaign was also implemented with four chefs who created two recipes each, from 
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appetizers to main dishes and desserts, generating more than 140 media stories.

The 2015 Milk Calendar which also encourages Canadians to consume more dairy products made 
from 100% Canadian Milk was launched on November 15, with over 2.5 million copies distributed 
across Canada in newspapers and targeted mailing. Since 2015 marks Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s 
50th anniversary, the Milk Calendar celebrates that milestone with a special edition which was 
distributed in Ontario only featuring DFO’s history. The regular edition was distributed in the Atlantic 
and Western provinces. 

DFC’s Recharge with Milk campaign in Ontario and the Maritimes continued to run for the seventh 
year targeting physically active individuals while positioning chocolate milk as an excellent post-
exercise recovery beverage. A contest titled Recharge Rewards was launched in March 2014, 
encouraging athletes to share their post-workout routine on social media for a chance to win the 
ultimate marathon experience: a customized training program developed by Canadian triathlete 
Simon Whitfield.

The national Get Enough nutrition campaign continues to encourage consumers to get the 
recommended servings of milk and alternatives with a comprehensive set of tools, including 
television, magazine and online ads, digital and television integrations, educational vignettes and in-
store promotions. To help Canadians track their daily servings of each of Canada’s Food Guide food 
groups, DFC developed the Get Enough Helper app, a free mobile application for smartphones that 
has been top ranked in the health and fitness category in the app store. Each day that Canadians 
track their food servings using the app DFC donates one dollar on their behalf to one of the following 
great causes (up to a maximum of $50,000 per organization): Heart and Stroke Foundation, 
Osteoporosis Canada or the Colorectal Cancer Association of Canada.

For a broad list of DFC’s activities related to lobby, marketing and nutrition, please visit 
dairyfarmers.ca. Stay tuned for increased communications from DFC in the coming year in 
response to the growing complexity of the food business and the need for you, as dairy farmers, to 
have a clear understanding of the value of your investments in defending and growing the market for 
Canadian milk.  

Issac Kassen
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Research Report
The new research and teaching dairy unit (Rayner Centre) has now seen one full year of operation.  
We are very pleased to report that with some minor glitches, it has exceeded our wildest 
expectations.

There are many research projects underway that will not only enhance the dairy industry, but will also 
increase market opportunities in the grains and oilseed sectors.

The barley and corn silage trials are ongoing (the beef unit is also involved with this project), and 
the knowledge gained may ultimately lead to more variety development which is a good thing.  The 
glycerol project has shown phenomenal results that is hoped will be duplicated with cooperating herds.  
Glycerol is a bi-product of the bio-diesel industry that currently has very little value, but what has been 
learned is that feeding it to early lactation cows with high fat canola meal increases production and 
increases the components of the milk (butterfat and protein), while at the same time maintaining the 
cow’s body weight.  This would have a great impact when it is time to re-breed the cow.

The omega3 project continues to show positive health benefits to the cow, and ultimately the humans 
who consume the milk and meat produced.  The source of the omega3 is derived primarily from flax 
with some pulse crops present in the ration.

By building the new dairy unit on campus, it has allowed for much better teaching opportunities for 
both the faculty and the U of S students.  As an example of this in action not long ago, there were 
120 students from one group and 20 Japanese exchange students from another group all being 
taught at different stations throughout the centre at the same time.  Observation of this “teaching in 
action” was from the cat walk with the new interim president of the university; there is a great deal of 
pride in knowing that our vision for the future is a success - this dream was 12 years in the making!

The public viewing gallery has become a “destination point” on the campus with many international 
delegations touring the facility, which in turn is opening up discussions with countries such as China 
and India who are both seeing rapid growth in their dairy sectors.  Both of these countries have 
expressed a strong desire to form a working relationship with Saskatchewan for information transfer, 
breeding stock purchase, and high quality feed purchase.  It is my opinion that the international 
collaboration is directly related to the Rayner Centre and its public viewing gallery.  I believe that we 
are on the doorstep of many good things happening to all agriculture sectors in our province because 
of SaskMilk’s commitment to this project; the new dairy unit has helped to put Saskatchewan in the 
spotlight for international trade.

Jack Ford
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Production Report
As of July 2014, Saskatchewan had 166 dairy operations in the province.

The total milk shipped for the year was 233,138,817 litres, which is an increase over the previous 
year of 1.65%.  Butterfat production for the dairy year was 9,198,334 kilograms, up from the previous 
year by 245,294 kilograms, an increase of 2.74%.

In the Western Milk Pool, Class 1 fluid sales were 892,875,536 litres; this is down from the previous year 
by 10,331,554 litres, or 1.14%.  Saskatchewan’s share of Western Milk Pool fluid sales was 6.81%.

The average milk composition was:
Butterfat 3.9454%
Protein 3.3423%
Other Solids 5.7010%

Average blend price:
All Milk $82.65/hl
Butterfat $21.01/kg

Average component prices:
Butterfat $11.74651/kg
Protein $8.746506/kg
Other solids $1.280801/kg

 Monthly Monthly Monthly Cumulative Daily 
 Total CDC Over/Under Quota shipped 
 Production Allocation Production Filled (kgs bf) 
 (kgs bf) (kgs bf) (kgs bf)

Aug-13 759,356 747,743 11,613 101.55% 24,495 
Sep-13 743,013 738,079 4,933 101.11% 24,767 
Oct-13 782,805 796,797 -13,992 100.11% 25,252  
Nov-13 758,797 769,783 -10,986 99.72% 25,293 
Dec-13 794,733 811,844 -17,111 99.34% 25,637 
Jan-14 789,853 775,576 14,277 99.76% 25,479 
Feb-14 705,370 709,446 -4,076 99.71% 25,192 
Mar-14 778,842 771,238 7,604 99.87% 25,124 
Apr-14 759,580 771,917 -12,337 99.71% 25,319  
May-14 794,737 784,411 10,326 99.87% 25,637 
Jun-14 761,220 759,304 1,916 99.91% 25,374  
Jul-14 770,028 777,828 -7,800 99.83% 24,840 
Totals 9,198,334  9,213,967  -15,634 99.83% 25,201
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Financial Statements
Saskatchewan Milk Marketing Board

For the 12 months ended July 31, 2014
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